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Abstract

exponentially

Interactions are inherent in design-type problemsolving tasks where only partially compiled operators are available. Failures arising from such interactions can best be recovered by explaining them
in the underlying domain models. In this paper we
explain how Explanation-Based
Learning provides a
framework for recovering in this manner. This approach also alleviates some of the problems associated
with the least-commitment
approach to design-type
problem-solving.
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not damaged.
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the block and instead of picking it up directly with its gripper, it can use some tool. But this time it can try to pick
up the hot block using polymer gloves, which will again
give rise to the same failure of a melting tool. Thus backtracking does not prevent the problem-solver from making
a choice that would lead to an identical
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Figure 3: Proof
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tree
shown, it is clear that the subtree subtended at roll0 COVers all the actions participating in the above fa.ilure condition. A new operator roll’(‘) is created with its subgoals as
the actions on the frontier of the subtree. As this new operator ensures that the sufficient
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In the above example the derived constraint did not depend
upon any condition other than those that were present in
the state in which the failure occurred. In general a failure may depend upon choices that have been ma.de by
past actions.
Continuing in the above pla.n, the action
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steel prongs,
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to this new
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19861, this approach leads to under-generalisation
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now the constraint would be applicable only if a specific
sequence of actions

are executed.
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it difficult to describe the above predicate,
if a condition
unchanged

evaluate such a condition

constraints

into operators
Increasing
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to
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these constraints
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generalising

not only is

that represents
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onhand(Object,Side).
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would hold, we attach the derived
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effi-

the general versions of

for the purposes of flexibility.

traverses(Object,Machine,Side).
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3. shielded( rollingmc,rhs).

For explanation-based
failure recovery to be useful the generated sufficient conditions for failure need to be more gen-
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&
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In this case the derived constraint

would be placed on

the action pick-up(), b ecause that is where the only relevant variable instantiation choice was made, but it depends
upon the action fix-&()
that comes later in the plan. The
scenario is illustrated in figure 4.
In general such a constraint will not be evaluable at
the action pickup because there is no a priori knowledge
that

it would

be followed

ticular problem.
immediately

Further,

followed

by the action

fix-in

the action pick-up

by the action fix-in

in a par-

need not be

for this failure

to occur.
So long as the culprit condition, in this case
on-side(block,rhs),
is not disturbed by intermediate actions
the same failure can be derived (essentially

era1 than the actual sequence which led to the failure:

oth-

erwise the technique degenerates into dependency-directed
backtracking.
Non-trivial constraints can be inferred only
if the domain model has been represented intensionally.
For instance, if the problem-solver stored only the fact that
touching the hot block with the gripper damages it, with-

out recording

underlying reasons, it can only infer that
the gripper should not be used for picking hot blocks.
Backtracking makes the assumption that alternatives at
a choice-point

are ‘independent’,

i.e. they have no relawhich need not be the case. We
that by using a domain model - sufficiently

tion with one another,
have noted

deep that these relationships can be inferred, a more. genera1 condition than that encoded in the nogood sets can
be rejected
One

a consequence

after failure.
of

the

outstanding

out in [Mitchell

with
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19861, is generating

as

pointed

In our current implementation
we have t=aken the restricted generalisation approach [Mitchell et.al., 19863. We

planation in an incomplete or undecidable domain model.
In the discussion above the simulation needs to be exhaus-

compile, in the form of an abstract operator, the subtree
of the goal-refinement tree (generated while planning) that

tive enough to detect every failure derivable under the domain theory. It is clear that complete simulation of a sce-

\1

et.al.,

problems

of the frame assumption).
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\1

{choice here)
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Figure 4: Complex
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nario is computationally
prohibitive.
We need some mechanisms for guiding the search for the failures. In practice
there are two approaches:
can be localised

a. simulation
problems

to look for certain kinds of

that are more likely to occur.

b. in situations where it is safe, the plan can be executed
in the real-world and its results explained
out to be different to expectation.
In the context

of EBL,

noted the first alternative

if they turn

[deJong & Mooney,

19861 have

as learning under external

guid-

.

We have presented a framework
based on explanationbased learning that illustrates the role of a domain-model
in supporting the compiled goal-oriented operators in the
design-type problem-solving
tasks.
This support is required in an evolving
system, because at any point in
time, although the domain model can be expected to be
complete, compilation of the goal-oriented operators would
be necessarily

incomplete.

ance, and the second as learning by observation. In terms
of plan-time failure-recovery the techniques of partial simulation and execution monitoring are being actively pur-

three difficulties

sued. But how a proof is arrived at is independent

ent in backtracking.

of the

techniques used in the recovery module.
The generalisation procedure currently used in TRAP
is similar that in [deJong & Mooney,
generates
records

the SPECIFIC

the axioms

this proof-tree

generates

the

dependencies,
GENERAL

and
Using

version

In MOLGEN

[Stefik,

We

computationally

expensive

reasoning

if there

are a

sure that a step is right. We have suggested how the constraints can be generated dynamically to cover failures as
In fact,

if in the absence of some

constraints the plan fails due to interactions,
failure can be used to infer the constraints

the resulting
which would

avoid it in future. In this manner, the problem-solver becomes more careful after encountering a failure, and avoids
being an ‘pessimist’ that tests for everything that can go
wrong before taking a step.
Opportunistic
planning, suggested as a model for human planning [Hayes-Roth,
19831, emphasises the need of
data-directed

reasoning

along with

goal-directed

refinements can suggest modifications to previously taken
abstract decisions, but only when the problem-solver runs
into failures. By thus restricting the ‘data-directed’ guidance to be invoked only when the goal-directed approach
does not quite work, we can get a computationally
realistic
control strategy. The idea of using sufficient conditions for
a failure has been proposed as the avoidance method in
[Hayes-Roth,
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